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Lines of code
Lines of code + translations
1.4 release criteria

- DIB engine
- Audio redesign
- Xinput2
- Right-to-left languages
Other 1.4 highlights

- Built-in Iexplore, Gecko
- 64-bit COM
- Vista file dialogs
- OLE drag & drop
- Gstreamer
- VBScript
- D3D multisampling
Nice to have for 1.4

- Successful 64-bit make test
- DOSBox integration
- Translations using po files
- Udisks support
- Better crash dialog
Not in 1.4

- USB support
- Quartz driver
- Direct3D 10/11
Quality assurance

- Testbot migration
- Testbot results look good now
- Buildbot
- 1.4 milestone bugs
- Regressions...
Regressions